




• A brand is primarily an image or idea about a particular product or service, with
which the customers can instantly identify and connect.

• The brand elements can be anything like the logo design, slogan, visual identity, or  
the unique colour scheme the company follows across all platforms.

• Branding allows companies to build a unique reputation and expand themselves  
beyond the actual products and services they offer, ultimately to generate more  
revenue.



Branding Challenges and
Opportunities

1–Considering branding as an asset- The pressure on branding to deliver short-term  

financial gains tempt most of the organisational decision makers to focus more on  

such measurable tactics. However, often this means by neglecting the objectives of  

building assets like a brand.

2 –Bringing up breakthrough brand concepts -
The need for excellent ideas and perfect  

execution is on a peak to bring a brand vision  

to life.

3– Financial challenges- A sensible  

budget should be allocated to branding,  

along with marketing, which is a  

significant consideration to make.

In fact, when business finances come  

into the picture, many fail to do  

budgeting efficiently.



Brand BuildingOpportunities

1–Define your persona - To create a  

better value proposition, it becomes  

essential for the sellers to replicateyour  

buyer persona perfectly.

Understand the needs, behaviour, and  

goals of the target group to conveythe  

core brand values.

2–Having a strong internet presence,  
especially social media–Once if you build  

a social media branding strategy, it is  

essential to be persistent and consistent  

regarding branding efforts to keep on top  

of the competition.



3–Blogging for branding- Along with social  

media, blogging is also an ideal branding  

strategy.

A blog not only to promote the products but to  

share information which the target group  

consumers value.

This approach will create situations over time,  

where the users search for you individually based  

on the unique brand elements you have formed  

and stayed loyal.

4–Customer service as a priority - In  

fact, making customer service a key  

focus of brand building and succeeding  

in it can unquestionably save money  

regarding advertising and marketing.

Branding is more of a general word-of-

mouth recognition among the potential

consumers, which will not fade quickly.




